Abstract. Spectral radiance measurements by a digital single-lens reflex camera were used to derive the directional reflectivity of clouds and different surfaces in the Arctic. The camera has been calibrated radiometrically and spectrally to provide accurate radiance measurements with high angular resolution. A comparison with spectral radiance measurements with the Spectral Modular Airborne Radiation measurement sysTem (SMART-Albedometer) showed an agreement within the uncertainties of both instruments (6 % for both). The directional reflectivity in terms of the hemispherical directional reflectance factor (HDRF) was obtained for sea ice, ice-free ocean and clouds. The sea ice, with an albedo of ρ = 0.96 (at 530 nm wavelength), showed an almost isotropic HDRF, while sun glint was observed for the ocean HDRF (ρ = 0.12). For the cloud observations with ρ = 0.62, the cloudbow -a backscatter feature typically for scattering by liquid water droplets -was covered by the camera. For measurements above heterogeneous stratocumulus clouds, the required number of images to obtain a mean HDRF that clearly exhibits the cloudbow has been estimated at about 50 images (10 min flight time). A representation of the HDRF as a function of the scattering angle only reduces the image number to about 10 (2 min flight time).
Introduction
Surface reflectivity is a key parameter to estimate the Earth's atmosphere energy budget. As a lower boundary condition it is a parameter controlling the solar radiative transfer in the atmosphere. Considering the directional nature of radiometric quantities, such as radiance, the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) fully describes the surface characteristics (e.g. Nicodemus et al., 1977; Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006) . For the application of spaceborne instruments based on measurements of solar radiation, the BRDF is critical to retrieve aerosol or cloud properties. Hyer et al. (2011) found that correcting the surface albedo in the aerosol retrieval of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) significantly reduces the variability of the bias between MODIS and ground based AOD measurements.
To estimate the impact of clouds on the Earth's energy budget from spaceborne measurements, the BRDF of clouds is required. Satellite instruments primarily measure spectral radiance and do not cover the entire hemisphere. However, the energy budget is calculated by hemispheric irradiance/top-of-atmosphere (TOA) albedo. To convert the satellite observations of reflectivity into TOA albedo, the cloud BRDF has to be known in terms of an angular distribution model (ADM, Loeb et al., 2000 . From multiangular instruments such as the Clouds and the Earths Radiant Energy System (CERES, Loeb et al., 2005) and the Polarization and Directionality of the Earth's Reflectances instrument (POLDER, Loeb et al., 2000) , empirical ADMs were derived from 24 and 5 months of observations, respectively. A different approach utilizing radiative transfer simulations was applied by Buriez et al. (2005) to measurements 3494 A. Ehrlich et al.: Bidirectional reflectivity observations using a digital camera by POLDER. Plane-parallel radiative transfer calculations of the cloud BRDF for different cloud properties were used to convert the observations into TOA albedo.
However, for inhomogeneous clouds, plane-parallel radiative transfer calculations are not sufficient to simulate the angular reflectivity above clouds (e.g. Loeb and Davies, 1997; Varnai and Marshak, 2007) . Analyzing observations of the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS), Loeb and Davies (1997) found that plane-parallel simulations underestimate the reflectivity in the backscattering direction. Varnai and Marshak (2007) observed a bias in the cloud optical thickness retrieved by MODIS, which depends on the viewing angle of the sensor and cloud inhomogeneity. Both effects are significant for viewing angles of about 60 • and larger. Three-dimensional models may improve cloud BRDF simulations. However, given the diversity and complexity of clouds and the computational time of three-dimensional calculations, plane-parallel models are used for operative products, such as optical thickness and TOA albedo. These problems show that there is a need for measurements of the directional reflectivity above clouds.
Several ground-based and airborne retrieval techniques have been developed to derive the BRDF of different surfaces and clouds. While local ground-based measurements provide the BRDF of characteristic homogeneous surfaces (e.g. von Schönermark et al., 2004; Dumont et al., 2010) , airborne data cover a larger measurement area and average over a mixture of different surface types, which is more suitable to the pixel size of spaceborne observations. However, for atmospheric measurements it has to be considered that the surface is illuminated by both the direct solar and the diffuse sky radiation. In this case, the measurements provide the hemispherical directional reflectance factor (HDRF) instead of BRDF. Based on radiative transfer calculations, the BRDF is derived afterwards by applying an atmospheric correction to the measured HDRF data.
State-of-the-art airborne BRDF instruments are mostly based on a scanning system measuring spectral radiance in different viewing angles. The Cloud Absorption Radiometer (CAR) presented by Gatebe et al. (2005) utilizes an optical system with a 1 • field of view. The mirror of the optical system is rotated at 100 r min −1 . An entire BRDF measurement of the lower hemisphere is obtained within 2-3 min. BRDF measurements with CAR are reported above ocean, savanna, salt pans, snow and clouds (Gatebe et al., 2003; Lyapustin et al., 2010) . A similar instrument including polarimetric data, the Research Scanning Polarimeter (RSP), is used by Litvinov et al. (2011) to validate BRDF models of vegetation and soil surfaces. The RSP employs a telescope with 0.8 • field of view and a double mirror with a scan rate of about 70 r min −1 to cover zenith angles of ±60 • from the nadir direction.
Spaceborne multi-angular observations are obtained by instruments such as the Polarization and Directionality of the Earth's Reflectances instrument (POLDER, Descloitres et al., 1998) and the Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR, Ovtchinnikov and Marchand, 2007) . While POLDER provides a full image in ±43 • along track and ±51 • across track, MISR uses nine separate line cameras to cover nine different viewing angles. Using the airborne version of POLDER, Descloitres et al. (1998) compared the measured cloud HDRF (without atmospheric correction) to plane-parallel radiative transfer simulations, assuming spherical cloud particles. Differences ranged between 2 % for liquid water clouds and 9 % for ice clouds, which indicates that the scattering phase function of the cloud particles is essential for calculating HDRF. Assuming nonspherical ice crystals for the simulations, the differences are reduced to 2 %. With a similar approach, Ovtchinnikov and Marchand (2007) compared the radiance of different view angles measured by the airborne version of MISR and three-dimensional radiative transfer simulations. Differences appeared mainly in the nadir direction and are suggested to result from differences in the three-dimensional structure between observed and simulated clouds.
Here we present airborne measurements of HDRF using a commercial, single-lens reflex digital camera. Compared to scanning instruments, digital cameras instantly obtain a full scene of measurements without the need of high-precision movable components. The camera is easy to mount on an aircraft and relatively cheap. The high spatial resolution of the camera allows measurements with an angular resolution of about 0.1 • . However, due to the imaging system including lens and sensor, a careful calibration of the camera is required to quantify the angular dependence of the camera sensitivity, which might be affected by dark noise, saturation, distortion, or polarization effects.
Such a type of camera is still rarely applied in atmospheric sciences, even though there is an increasing use in vegetation and soil monitoring (Lebourgeois et al., 2008) . Only a few studies have used such camera measurements quantitatively. From radiance-calibrated conventional photographs, Cox and Munk (1954) derived a parametrization of ocean BRDF. Digital cameras were introduced in the last century for ground-based cloud-cover detection (e.g. Long et al., 2006; Schade et al., 2009 ). However, instead of calibrated radiance, Long et al. (2006) and Schade et al. (2009) used the radiance-uncalibrated signals of the camera sensor to detect clouds by analyzing the three spectral channels (red, green, blue; RGB) of the CCD (charged coupled device) sensor.
We analyze radiance-calibrated digital camera images obtained from airborne measurements performed during a campaign in the Arctic. They are introduced in Sect. 2. The processing of the digital camera images, including radiometric and spectral calibration, is shown in Sect. 3. HDRF measurements for different surfaces are presented in Sect. 4. The results for cloud and ocean HDRF are discussed and compared to radiative transfer simulations in Sect. 5. Section 6 presents the conclusions of this paper. • 38 E), in total 13 flights were conducted covering the area of the Greenland Sea west of Svalbard. The major purpose of the flights was to quantify the horizontal and vertical distribution of ice and liquid water in mixed-phase clouds by different independent approaches, including remote sensing and in situ measurements. The airborne instrumentation for remote sensing included the Spectral Modular Airborne Radiation measurement sysTem (SMART-Albedometer), the hyperspectral camera system AISA Eagle, the Airborne Mobile Aerosol Lidar (AMALi), and a commercial CANON EOS-1D Mark III digital camera. Additionally, an airborne sun photometer was operated to characterize aerosol properties. For in situ measurements, a Nevzorov probe, the Polar Nephelometer, a Cloud Particle Imager (CPI), and the Particle Measuring System (PMS) Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP-100) were installed on Polar 5. A detailed description of the instrumentation is given by Lampert et al. (2009) and Gayet et al. (2009) . The SMART-Albedometer was described by Wendisch et al. (2001) and Ehrlich et al. (2008) . For sea ice measurements, the electromagnetic-induction (EM) system EM-bird was operated in a towed sonde during the flights on 13 and 14 May 2010 (Haas et al., 2009) .
Atmos
To demonstrate the potential of HDRF measurements with the CANON camera, we present three selected cases of measurements above clouds, sea ice, and open water. 
General characteristics
The CANON EOS-1D Mark III is a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera, which incorporates a CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) image sensor providing the three spectral channels (RGB). The advantage of the CMOS image sensor compared to CCD sensors is the possibility of using larger sensors with low power consumption. This allows pixels with larger surface area, which increases the dynamic range of the sensor. With the new sensor generation, the noise and dark current level of CMOS sensors have been reduced to typical values of CCD sensors (Kaufmann, 2010) .
The CMOS sensor applied in the CANON EOS-1D Mark III has the Advanced Photo System APS-H format with a 28.1 × 18.7 mm sensor area (crop factor of 1.3). The sensor has a 3908 × 2600 pixel grid and covers a total of about 10.2 × 10 6 pixels (10 megapixels).
To cover a large area, the camera was configured with the wide-angle lens Canon EF 14 mm f/2.8L II USM. Compared to a fisheye lens, this lens provides distortion-free images all the way across the frame. Thus, the camera field of view is calculated from the lens focal length of f = 14 mm and the sensor chip size d:
For the horizontal (d = 28.1 mm) and vertical (d = 18.7 mm) direction, the angle of view is = 90.2 • and = 67.5 • , respectively. The image diagonal has an angle of view of = 100.6 • . The corresponding angular resolution of each pixel is about 0.025 • .
The camera was installed on Polar 5 close to a low definition digital video camera, as shown in Fig. 1 . To protect the camera lens from damage by stone chipping and rain water, a glass window was integrated in the aircraft frame in front of the lens. The camera was fixed to the aircraft frame, which made a correction to the aircraft attitude necessary. To guarantee the overlap of at least two subsequent images, the camera was aligned with its long image side along the aircraft axis.
To obtain the full dynamic range of the camera sensor chip, only raw data (RAW) were analyzed. Compared to the standard JPG format (8 bit), the RAW format provides 16 bit dynamic range.
To read the camera manufacturer-specific RAW format (Canon RAW version 2, CR2), we employed the open source tool DCRAW (http://www.cybercom.net/ ∼ dcoffin/dcraw/). With DCRAW, the CR2 images were converted into portable pixmap format (PPM) files using the command:
To avoid any manipulation of the original measurements, no white balance was applied by setting the multipliers of all channels to 1. The darkness level was set to 0 and the saturation level to 16 384, respectively, with linear interpolation in between. Finally, the dark current of the images was determined in the laboratory for different camera settings and environmental conditions. Images without illumination were taken for temperatures between 10 • C and 25 • C. All data were taken with the same exposure as used during the airborne measurements (1/2656 s), which showed that the dark current does not exceed one digital unit. Thus the dark current is negligible, which agrees with Kaufmann (2010) who found that the dark current is no issue for exposure times below 33 ms.
Spectral calibration
To compare the camera measurements with spectral measurements of the SMART-Albedometer and radiative transfer simulations, the spectral sensitivity of each RGB channel was determined in the laboratory. The camera was mounted in front of a grating monochromator (Zolix Omni-λ300). A 200 W halogen lamp was used as radiation source. The spectral irradiance emitted by the lamp was determined by cross calibration of a 1000 W halogen lamp traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standard. Measurements with the camera were made between 300 nm and 700 nm wavelength for steps of 5 nm. For the monochromator, a grating with a blaze wavelength of 500 nm and a groove density of 1200 mm −1 was chosen, providing a spectral resolution of 0.1 nm. The wavelength accuracy of the monochromator is specified as 0.2 nm. The bandwidth was set to 5 nm, providing a sufficiently high radiance to be detected by the camera. The relative spectral response function RSR λ is defined by the normalization:
It is calculated from the measured camera signal S λ , and the irradiance F l,λ emitted by the 200 W halogen lamp by:
The RSR λ function measured in the laboratory is shown in Fig. 2 for all three camera channels. The RSR λ of all channels is non-Gaussian, with their full-width of half-maximum (FWHM) ranging between 76 nm for the blue channel and 89 nm for the green channel. The center wavelength λ c of each channel (median value of RSR λ ) was determined as 591 nm (red, channel 1), 530 nm (green, channel 2), and 446 nm (blue, channel 3).
Radiometric calibration
The exposure time of the camera, aperture (f-number), and film speed were fixed during the measurements. The settings with an exposure time of 1/2656 s, an f-number of F/9.1, and a film speed of ISO-400 were chosen for cloud and sea ice observations with high reflectivities, but these settings worked as well for measurements above the open ocean. The short exposure time was chosen to avoid distortion due to the aircraft movement.
The radiometric calibration was obtained in the laboratory with the use of a NIST traceable radiance source (integrating sphere). The camera was mounted in the laboratory together with the protective glass window required for the aircraft installation ( Fig. 1) in front of the aperture of the integrating sphere at 5 cm and 15 cm distances. For both distances the exit port of the integrating sphere with 6 cm diameter did not cover the whole image. Therefore, a series of images was taken while the camera was moved horizontally and vertically. No differences between measurement at both distances were observed. Therefore, all images were merged into a single calibration.
The calibration coefficients k λ were calculated for each camera pixel (x,y) and each camera channel using the camera signal S λ,C (x,y) (digital counts) and the NIST traceable radiance emitted by the integrating sphere I λ,IS by: Figure 3a shows the original calibration coefficients k λ of the merged images for channel 1 (591 nm). The plot indicates that the raw data of the camera is noisy. The noise is typical for CMOS image sensors and randomly distributed independent of the pixel position, as shown by laboratory tests (not shown here). Compared to channel 1, the noise of channel 3 (446 nm) is of similar magnitude, while channel 2 (530 nm) shows a reduced noise level. This is probably caused by the doubled number of channel 2 pixels of the Bayer filter used in the CMOS sensor. The data analysis is not seriously effected by the noise, as it is counterbalanced by the high number of pixels. To remove the noise in the calibration, a two-dimensional polynomial fit of 4th degree was applied to smooth the data. The final calibration coefficientsk λ used to process the data are shown in Fig. 3b for channel 1. It shows that the sensitivity of the CMOS sensor is maximal in the center and decreases towards the edges of the sensor. The difference between maximum and minimum is about 40 %. This vignetting effect is well known for digital cameras (see Lebourgeois et al., 2008; Olsen et al., 2010) . This pattern has been observed in all the three channels, indicating that the pattern results from lens effects. Lebourgeois et al. (2008) corrected the vignetting effect by fitting a polynomial function onto an average image of about 500 images. This method does not work if the observed surface is a non-isotropic reflector itself, e.g. sea ice, clouds, or open water. For such surfaces, the vignetting effect will be superimposed by the BRDF of the surface. In this case the vignetting effect has to be eliminated by a radiometric calibration, as presented above for the CANON camera.
Polarized radiation (e.g. sun glint) might increase the uncertainty of the camera measurements if the camera lens acts like a polarization filter. The sensitivity to linear polarized radiation of different orientation was tested in the laboratory using a source of 100 % linear polarized radiation. Differences between measurements of parallel and perpendicular polarized radiation were found to be negligible for the center of the images. Toward the edge of the image, this polarization effect slightly increased. Maximum effects were estimated to be 3 %. It has to be taken into account that for radiation, which is not 100 % polarized, this effect will be reduced by the degree of polarization.
The sensitivity of the CMOS image sensor was additionally tested for linearity. The results (not shown here) agree with the study reported by Kaufmann (2010) , who showed an almost perfect linear response of the CMOS image sensor to the intensity of the incoming radiation. Thus, the uncertainty in the radiometric calibration results mainly from the uncertainty given for the certified radiance source. For the camera setup used in this study, an uncertainty in the radiance measurements of about 7 % was considered for each camera channel. 
Geometry
As the camera is fixed to the aircraft frame, a correction for the aircraft attitude has to be applied before averaging different images. The definition of the coordinate systems is shown in Fig. 4 , where the position of the Sun is defined by the solar zenith angle θ 0 and the solar azimuth angle ϕ 0 . The pixel coordinates are given by the viewing zenith angle θ v and the viewing azimuth angle ϕ v . The viewing zenith angle is derived from Eq. (1) by replacing the diameter of the sensor with the corresponding distance of each pixel to the center of the sensor. The viewing azimuth angle is defined clockwise, with 0 • showing into flight direction.
θ v and ϕ v have been corrected for the aircraft roll and pitch angle. Therefore, Euler rotations of the pixel coordinates with roll and pitch angles were applied. The rotation of θ v and ϕ v gives θ r and ϕ r , the zenith and azimuth angles of the reflected radiation in Earth fixed coordinates. Finally, the images have been rotated into the azimuthal direction of the Sun ϕ 0 .
Assuming single scattering, the scattering angle ϑ of direct solar radiation has been calculated for each image pixel (e.g. Wendisch and Yang, 2012) . ϑ is defined as the angle between the direction of the Sun (θ 0 , ϕ 0 ) and the viewing direction (θ r , ϕ r ), and is calculated by:
Hemispherical-directional reflectance factor HDRF
The reflectivity of surfaces is generally described by the bidirectional reflectance distribution function BRDF (Nicodemus et al., 1977; Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006) . The BRDF describes how the incident irradiance F i from one direction (θ i ,ϕ i ) is reflected by a surface or a cloud into the direction (θ r ,ϕ r ). Here, F i = cosθ i · F 0,i refers to a horizontal surface.
With the reflected radiation being the radiance I r (θ r ,ϕ r ), the BRDF in units of sr −1 is defined by:
In the literature, the dimensionless bidirectional reflectance factor BRF is often used instead of BRDF. It is defined as the ratio of the radiance I r actually reflected by a surface to the radiance I r,L reflected by an ideal (non-absorbing) and diffuse (Lambertian) standard surface for identical irradiation and beam-geometry. An ideal Lambertian surface reflects the radiation isotropically, and it holds that BRDF L = (π sr) −1 . This results in the definition of the BRF:
However, both BRDF and BRF can be measured directly only when an artificial radiation source is applied. We present measurements in atmospheric conditions where the surface is illuminated by the Sun (F i = F dir = cosθ 0 · F 0 , θ i = θ 0 , ϕ i = ϕ 0 ) and by diffuse radiation (F diff ). Both components give the global irradiance F glob = F dir +F diff . In this case, the hemispherical-directional reflectance factor HDRF is measured (Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006) :
Using the definition of F glob and introducing the fraction of direct incident radiation f dir = F dir /(F dir +F diff ), Eq. (8) can be transformed to:
HDRF(θ 0 ,ϕ 0 ;2π;θ r ,ϕ r ) = f dir · BRF(θ 0 ,ϕ 0 ;θ r ,ϕ r ) The measured HDRF can be split into the BRF(θ 0 ,ϕ 0 ;θ r ,ϕ r ) for illumination of the surface by the Sun and the BRF(2π;θ r ,ϕ r ) for pure diffuse illumination of the surface. Both components are weighted with f dir , the fraction of direct incident radiation.
From HDRF measurements at a certain altitude, the BRDF, BRF, and the HDRF at surface level can be derived by applying an atmospheric correction using radiative transfer simulations, as shown by Gatebe et al. (2003) and Lyapustin et al. (2010) . With the intention to validate the radiance and HDRF measurements of the camera as they are (at flight altitude), we do not apply an atmospheric correction for the comparison of measurements and simulations and present HDRF measurements instead of atmospherically corrected BRDF or BRF.
Measurements

Spectral radiance
By applying the radiometric calibration, the camera provides spectral radiances for each pixel and camera channel. The accuracy of the calibration was verified by comparing the nadir radiance of the camera to spectral measurements of the SMART-Albedometer, which has an uncertainty of 6 % for radiance measurements (Ehrlich et al., 2008) . The radiance optical inlet of the SMART-Albedometer is horizontally stabilized into nadir direction and has a field of view of 2.1 • . This spot corresponds to about 16 000 pixels of each camera image. These nadir pixels were averaged for each image. Furthermore, the spectral data of the SMART-Albedometer was adapted to the camera measurements by convolving the relative spectral response functions of the three camera channels (see Sect. 3.2).
In Fig. 5a , measurements of channel 1 are compared for an exemplary time interval on 17 May 2010, which were chosen to cover different surfaces such as sea ice, open ocean, and clouds. Despite the lower temporal resolution of the camera measurements (one image within 12 s), the time series of radiances obtained from the camera images agree with the SMART-Albedometer measurements (temporal resolution of about 1 s). The mean value of the SMARTAlbedometer measurements between 09:28 and 10:28 UTC isĪ = 0.108 W m −2 nm −1 sr −1 , while the camera observed a mean nadir radiance ofĪ = 0.104 W m −2 nm −1 sr −1 . This difference of 4 % ranges in the uncertainties range of the radiometric calibration of both instruments. As illustrated by the ratio of both measurements in the lower panel of Fig. 5a , the single data points differ more due to a non-perfect temporal allocation (integration times and sampling frequency) which makes averaging necessary. The standard deviation between both data sets is 0.006 W m −2 nm −1 sr −1 with a correlation coefficient of 0.99 (see Fig. 5b ). For the other spectral channels (not shown here), a similar behavior was observed, with differences in the mean values of 1 % for channel 2 and 2 % for channel 3. Standard deviation and correlation coefficient are almost identical for all channels. The agreement between both instruments shows that the CANON camera is capable of quantitatively measuring the distribution of reflected radiances, which can be used to derive the HDRF. In the following, results will be shown for channel 2 (530 nm) only. Channel 2 was chosen because it shows the smallest differences (1 %) to the SMART-Albedometer data and has the lowest electronic noise, as discussed in Sect. 3.3. 
HDRF examples
Images of the CANON camera were analyzed for three cases: sea ice, open water, and clouds. The HDRF was calculated using Eq. (8). The downward irradiance F glob (θ 0 ,ϕ 0 ) was obtained from measurements of the SMART-Albedometer. The time and position of the observations, the corresponding position of the Sun, and the number of images used to build the averaged HDRFs are given in Table 1 . The measurements above sea ice and open water were conducted on 14 May. The cloud scene was part of the measurements on 17 May, which were analyzed in Sect. 4.1. Using the irradiance measurements of the SMART-Albedometer, we additionally calculated the spectral albedo for each case. The measured albedo corresponding to the 530 nm channel of the camera is given in Table 1 . For sea ice the albedo reaches a mean value of ρ = 0.96. Above open water and clouds, ρ = 0.12 and ρ = 0.62, respectively, were observed. The mean HDRF of each case is shown in Fig. 6 for camera channel 2. Additionally, a single characteristic image of the observed surface is shown.
Sea ice
Similarly to the albedo, the highest HDRF with values exceeding 1.0 was observed for sea ice, which was almost completely covered by snow. The measurements were conducted during the release of the towed EM-bird sonde, which observed a mean sea ice thickness of 2.5 m. Therefore, the rope of the sonde was present in all images slightly affecting the HDRF measurements. Furthermore, ice ridges, as shown in Fig. 6a , have been frequently observed on the sea ice, showing a high contrast in the reflected radiance between shadow and illuminated areas. These horizontal inhomogeneities remain partly present in the mean HDRF calculated from 46 single images. However, the HDRF shows an almost Lambertian-like pattern, with only slight variability between 0.95 and 1.10 in the magnitude of HDRF. The lowest values are observed for nadir direction. The weak anisotropy with increasing HDRF along the principal plane is slightly stronger in the direction of the Sun (up to 1.1) than in the opposite direction (up to 1.0). For a similar solar zenith angle of θ 0 = 67 • , Lyapustin et al. (2010) showed that the hot spot of the Sun influences the measured HDRF for zenith angles higher than 30 • along the principal plane. This is in agreement with the camera measurements covering zenith angles up to about 60 • .
Sea water
Due to the high altitude at which the measurements above open water have been conducted, an atmospheric correction has been applied to extract the contribution of radiation reflected by the atmosphere below the aircraft. We adapted the iterative correction method by Wendisch et al. (2004) for the radiance measurements of the camera assuming a Lambertian-reflecting surface in the radiative transfer simulations.
Compared to the sea ice, the camera measurements above open water show a non-Lambertian pattern dominated by sun glint. In general, the HDRF of sea water (with minimum values of about 0.02) is significantly lower than for the sea ice and cloud case, which agrees with the low albedo. The sun glint area, which was only partly covered by the camera, shows values of up to 0.4. The maximum of the sun glint (specular reflection for 61 • ) ranges outside the camera angle of view and might have even higher values. As discussed by Cox and Munk (1954) , sun glint is caused by specular reflection at the surface waves, which is visible in the individual camera image of Fig. 6d . The surface wind measured by a drop sonde during the observations had a speed of about 9 m s −1 with a northerly direction (360 • ).
Compared to the sea ice and cloud measurements, the open water measurements required fewer images (11) for averaging because the sea surface is more homogeneous (as seen from about 3000 m altitude) than for the sea ice and cloud observations.
Clouds
The HDRF of a representative cloud was derived from measurements (50 individual images) above a low-level stratus cloud layer. For the area covered by the camera, the cloud HDRF ranges between 0.45 and 0.8 for the area covered by the camera. The anisotropy of the cloud HDRF mainly reflects the anisotropy of the scattering phase function of the cloud particles. For liquid water droplets, the scattering phase function has a maximum in forward scattering direction which explains the increasing HDRF in the direction of the Sun. The minimum values in both HDRF and scattering phase function are observed for the broad range of sideways scattering (ϑ = 80 − 120 • ), which corresponds to the nadir direction of the camera measurements for solar zenith angle θ 0 = 56.5 • . In the backscatter region, the scattering phase function of spherical particles shows local maxima (glory ϑ > 175 • and cloudbow ϑ ≈ 138 • ). While the glory was not covered by the camera, the cloudbow is visible in the measured HDRF as a ring around the backscatter point (θ r = θ 0 = 56.5 • ). 
Averaging
Due to inhomogeneities of the observed scene, the camera images had to be averaged to obtain a representative HDRF measurement. In the above examples, all available images (46, 11 and 50) were averaged for the sea ice, open water and cloud case, respectively. Especially for clouds, the narrow patterns of the glory and the cloudbow are visible in a single image only if the clouds are highly homogeneous. In most cases, even cloud layers such as stratocumulus have small-scale inhomogeneities which disturb the view of the glory and cloudbow. Therefore, averaging of several images was required to remove cloud inhomogeneities in the HDRF measurements.
For airborne measurement with POLDER, Descloitres et al. (1998) showed that after averaging a sequence of cloud observations, the scene acts like a plane-parallel cloud. The averaging approach assumes that the temporal cloud variability observed by each pixel in a sequence of images is similar to the spatial variability of one single image. Descloitres et al. (1998) found that about 10 images are required to sufficiently reduce the spatial variability for the observed cloud cases.
In a similar way, we investigated how many images are needed for sufficient averaging for the cloud observed during SORPIC. Data were analyzed for a typical stratocumulus observed on 17 May, 09:32 to 09:42 UTC. A single image Table 2 . Standard deviation σ 15 • of the mean HDRF using 5, 10, 20 or 50 images calculated for a circle of zenith angles lower than 15 • . Additionally, σ 15 • is given for a plane-parallel cloud of optical thickness τ = 12 and particle effective radius R eff = 10 µm. illustrating the inhomogeneous horizontal cloud structure of the stratocumulus is shown in Fig. 7 . The mean HDRFs for averaging 5, 10, 20 and 50 images are shown in Fig. 8 for channel 2. With a sampling frequency of one image for each 12 s, this corresponds to flight times of 1 min, 2 min, 4 min and 10 min. The plots show that for averaging 5 and 10 images, the cloud structure is still visible in the mean HDRF. Using more images (20 and 50), the cloud structure begins to vanish but the cloudbow becomes more pronounced in the mean HDRF. This implies that for the stratocumulus case investigated here, averaging of about 50 images or more is necessary to obtain a HDRF in which the scattering phase function of the cloud droplets dominates the mean HDRF compared to cloud inhomogeneities. The number of 50 images is limited to this single case study only and may significantly differ for clouds with stronger inhomogeneity and observations at different altitudes. A stronger inhomogeneity would require more images to be averaged. On the other hand, images taken close to cloud top (not shown here) indicated the glory and cloudbow already in one single image.
To quantify the inhomogeneity of the HDRF, the standard deviation σ 15 • of the HDRF was calculated for a circle of zenith angles lower than 15 • (about 70 000 camera pixels). This narrow area was chosen to ensure that the standard deviation is not affected by the cloudbow at zenith angles larger than 15 • . Before calculating σ 15 • , the HDRF was filtered by a 2-D low pass filter using an averaging window of 50 × 50 pixels. The filter removes the electronic noise in the images, which would also have been reduced by the averaging of images and thus biased σ 15 • . The filter window of 50 × 50 pixels is smaller than the natural cloud homogeneities and thus separates the effects of the electronic noise and natural cloud inhomogeneities. The values of σ 15 • calculated for the mean HDRF of 5, 10, 20, and 50 images are given in Table 2 . The values decrease with increasing number of images -from σ 15 • = 0.014 for 5 images to σ 15 • = 0.009 for averaging 50 images. In general, σ 15 • does not converge to zero with increasing number of images, which is due to the anisotropy of the theoretical HDRF in the 15 • circle. To estimate the range of σ 15 • for a perfectly homogeneous cloud, radiative transfer simulations were performed. For a cloud of optical thickness of τ = 12 and particle effective radius of R eff = 10 µm, the simulations give a σ 15 • of 0.01. This ideal value ranges above σ 15 • = 0.009 obtained for the mean HDRF using 50 images. This contradiction can only be explained by general differences of the measured and simulated HDRF, but shows that an average of 50 images is sufficient to eliminate cloud inhomogeneities for the case presented here.
A way to reduce the required number of images is to present the HDRF as a function of the scattering angle ϑ. Assuming that the scattering at homogeneous surfaces is rotationally symmetric with respect to the solar zenith angle, each image can be translated from the HDRF(θ 0 ,ϕ 0 ;θ r ,ϕ r ) defined by the solar and viewing zenith and azimuth angles into a HDRF(ϑ) defined by the scattering angle ϑ. This transformation allows the averaging of several image pixels into one HDRF value for the corresponding ϑ. We calculated HDRF(ϑ) with a resolution of 0.1 • . For each incremental scattering angle ϑ = 0.1 • , about 10 000 pixels were averaged. In this way, the electronic noise of the camera sensor and the horizontal cloud inhomogeneities are smoothed more efficiently. The corresponding mean HDRF(ϑ) for averaging 5, 10, 20, and 50 images are shown in the right panels of Fig. 8 for channel 2. The HDRF(ϑ) shows much less variability due to cloud inhomogeneities compared to the mean HDRF shown in the left panels of Fig. 8 . The cloudbow can be already identified in the mean of 5 images. Averaging 10 images or more, the horizontal cloud inhomogeneities have been removed almost completely.
Although the average of 50 images indicates the backscatter glory for scattering angles larger than 176 • , the glory was not perfectly covered on most images, being situated at the edge of the images. Therefore, the glory was not analyzed in the following.
Simulated HDRF
For the measurements above open water and above clouds, the HDRF was simulated by one-dimensional plane-parallel radiative transfer calculations. The simulations were run with the library for radiative transfer libRadtran by Mayer and Kylling (2005) using the discrete ordinate radiative transfer solver DISORT version 2.0 by Stamnes et al. (1988) . The meteorological input (profiles of static air temperature, relative humidity, and static air pressure) was obtained from the drop sound released from Polar 5 at 10:25 UTC, 14 May for the open water case and 09:36 UTC, 17 May for the cloud case.
Radiances were calculated for the entire lower hemisphere. For one half of the cloud case with viewing direction into the Sun and for the entire open water case (where the HDRF is more homogeneous), the angular resolution was 5 • for the azimuth angle and 3 • for the zenith angle. The second half of the cloud case, including the glory and cloudbow in the backscattering region, was simulated with a higher angular resolution of 0.5 • for both angles. The results have been interpolated to the same grid as obtained by the camera measurements to allow a direct comparison.
Open water
The BRDF of sea water calculated by libRadtran is based on the parametrization of Cox and Munk (1954) and Nakajima and Tanaka (1983) . The magnitude of the sun glint and the shape of the BRDF are mainly determined by the surface wind speed. Therefore, the parametrization was adjusted to the surface wind speed measured by the drop sonde. To analyze the sensitivity of the simulations with respect to the wind speed, three simulations with 5 m s −1 , 9 m s −1 , and 15 m s −1 were performed, with 9 m s −1 being the value measured during the observations by a drop sonde. The wind direction was set to a northerly direction (360 • ,) corresponding to the observations. For the pigment concentration and the salinity, default values (0.01 mg m −3 for pigment concentration and 0.1 ppt for salinity) were used. The simulations were performed for both surface and flight altitude to allow a direct comparison of the uncorrected measurement.
The result of the HDRF simulations with 9 m s −1 wind speed is shown in Fig. 9a for the flight altitude. The low values and the position of the sun glint agree with the measurements presented in Fig. 6e . In Fig. 9b , the absolute differences between measurements and simulations at flight altitude are given. For most of the areas covered by the camera measurements, the differences range below 0.01, indicated by the turquoise color. Only for the sun glint area at zenith angles larger than 45 • did the differences increase significantly and exceed values of −0.2. The negative values show that in this area the simulations overestimate the HDRF compared to the measurements. Unfortunately, the sun glint is located at the outer edge of the image, where measurement uncertainties may increase due to a decreasing sensitivity of the camera sensor towards the sensor edges. However, an improper radiometric calibration of the camera can be excluded as reason for the deviations, as the differences occur only in the sun glint, while other boundary areas of the image agree well with the simulations.
Radiation reflected at angles similar to the sun glint is partially polarized, which may have affected the measurements for these scattering angles (Takashima, 1985) . For the solar zenith angle (61 • ) and a scattering angle of about 60 • , where maximum differences show up between simulated and measured HDRF(ϑ), the degree of polarization may reach maximum values up to 0.9 (A. Hollstein, personal communication, 2011). However, the uncertainty of the camera due to polarization was estimated to be 3 % at maximum and cannot completely explain the differences between measurements and simulations. The images were also checked for saturation. With a low exposure time (1/2656 s) adjusted to the bright scenes of clouds and sea ice, no saturation was evident in the data. The raw data of the images showed maximum digital counts of about 12 000 in the sun glint and about 25 000 counts for sea ice, with a saturation value of 65 536 (16 bit). The angular distribution HDRF(ϑ) can be used to analyze the differences between simulations and measurements, as shown in Fig. 9c-d . From the simulations, results for the entire hemisphere are obtained. However, we only calculated HDRF(ϑ) from the area which was covered by the camera images. The HDRF(ϑ) of the entire hemisphere (not shown here) differs significantly for most of the scattering angles because they include the viewing directions close to the horizon, where multiple scattering leads to enhanced reflection. Comparing simulations and measurements of the selected area (Fig. 9d) , the simulated HDRF(ϑ) differs from the measurement for scattering angles lower than 80 • , while for larger scattering angles they fit into the uncertainty range of the measurements. The position of the local sun glint maximum within the image is well covered by the measurements, but the magnitude differs by up to 0.25. Similar differences are observed for the HDRF at surface altitude.
Atmos
The HDRF of simulations carried out with surface wind speeds of 5 m s −1 and 15 m s −1 are shown in Fig. 9c and e. Compared to the HDRF using 9 m s −1 wind speed, it stands out that the maximum HDRF values, which are located in the sun glint area, decrease with increasing wind speed. The closest agreement with the measurements is obtained from the simulations with 15 m s −1 wind speed. However, while the simulations with 9 m s −1 wind speed fit to the measurements at flight altitude for all scattering angles larger than 80 • , the simulated HDRF at 5 m s −1 and 15 m s −1 differ for these scattering angles. The HDRF simulated using a wind speed of 5 m s −1 ranges significantly below the measurements for scattering angles between 80 • and 120 • , while the 15 m s −1 HDRF ranges above the measurements for all scattering angles. The higher HDRF values simulated for 15 m s −1 wind speed may result from an increase of white caps. The amount of white caps, which is correlated to the albedo of open water (Gordon and Jacobs, 1977) , increases nearly linearly between 5 m s −1 and 15 m s −1 , as shown by Stramska and Petelski (2003) . A higher albedo is directly linked to a higher HDRF. Therefore, we argue that the measured HDRF correspond best to the observed wind speed of 9 m s −1 , despite the differences in the sun glint area.
Clouds
To analyze the HDRF measured above clouds, radiative transfer calculations were used to simulate the cloud case observed on 17 May. The cloud optical properties required for the model input have been retrieved from SMARTAlbedometer measurements using the method introduced by Nakajima and King (1990) . For the flight leg between 09:49 UTC and 09:59 UTC (see Table 1 ), the mean optical thickness was about τ = 11.5, with the cloud droplet effective radius R eff ranging between 4 µm and 10 µm. The effective radius obtained from the in situ instrumentation about one hour after the remote sensing measurements was about R eff = 9 µm.
Considering the variation of R eff , simulations for two clouds with R eff = 4 µm and R eff = 10 µm were performed. As τ and R eff are linked with each other, we adjusted τ to fit the simulated HDRF in nadir direction to the measurements of the SMART-Albedometer. For the cases of R eff = 4 µm and R eff = 10 µm, the cloud optical thickness was scaled to τ = 10.5 and τ = 12.0, respectively. The spectral surface albedo is represented by SMART-Albedometer measurements above sea water obtained for similar conditions during the ASTAR 2007 campaign (Ehrlich et al., 2008) . For this cloud case with a moderate cloud optical thickness, the albedo is sufficient to describe the surface reflectivity. The BRDF derived using the parametrization of Cox and Munk (1954) has not been applied, because additional simulations have shown no differences between simulations using the albedo or the BRDF.
For both simulations with R eff = 4 µm and R eff = 10 µm, the HDRF is shown in Fig. 10 (upper panels) . In both cases, the HDRF is characterized by the sun glint for zenith angles larger than 75 • in the direction of the Sun and the glory and cloudbow in the backscattering region. The lowest HDRF is simulated in the nadir direction. The comparison of both simulations indicates that the size of the glory decreases with increasing cloud droplet effective radius. The first order maximum is at 176.3 • scattering angle for R eff = 4 µm and ϑ = 178.4 • scattering angle for R eff = 10 µm, respectively. Similarly, the characteristics of the cloudbow change with cloud droplet size. For simulations with larger droplet size, the cloudbow is more pronounced and the maximum is at a smaller scattering angle compared to a cloud with small droplets.
The simulations are compared to the HDRF derived from the camera measurements in the middle panels of Fig. 10 , where the differences between measurements and simulations are shown. Positive differences (green and orange color) correspond to cases where the measurements showed higher values than calculated by the simulations. The blue color indicates negative differences where the measured values range below the simulations.
For both simulations the lowest differences are observed in nadir direction, which results from scaling the optical thickness with regard to the measured nadir radiance. Higher differences up to values of −0.2 are obtained for larger zenith angles. In the direction of the Sun, these differences are related to the sun glint where the HDRF is enhanced. Here, the simulation did calculate significantly higher HDRF values than observed by the camera. In the backscatter region, the differences are related to the glory and cloudbow, with maximum differences close to the 180 • point at 56 • zenith angle. Most striking are the differences corresponding to the cloudbow in the simulations for R eff = 10 µm. While the cloudbow pattern is visible for large droplets, the simulations for the smaller cloud droplets (R eff = 4 µm) do not significantly differ from the measurement. This indicates that the HDRF measurements can be used to characterize the cloud particle size.
A similar picture is obtained by comparing the angular distribution HDRF(ϑ) of the limited area to the camera measurements, as illustrated in the lower panels of Fig. 10 . Again, the simulations for R eff = 4 µm fit better to the observations than the simulations using R eff = 10 µm. The signature of the cloudbow with a broader and lower maximum is reproduced best if smaller cloud droplets are assumed in the simulations. The narrow and intense cloudbow simulated for the larger cloud droplets significantly exceeds the measured HDRF(ϑ) at scattering angles around 142 • .
The differences at small and large scattering angles below 80 • and above 150 • correspond to the margins of the camera images where the statistics are bad compared to the center of
